Tracking

COMPANY:

The Heat Express
Theft prevention and fleet
efficiency, productivity.

UNIQUE VALUE PROPOSITION
FOR TRANSPORTATION,
LOGISTIC, SERVICES,
GOVERMENT, CONSTRUCTION
AND PERISHABLES MONITORING
The most functional and affordable GPS
tracking solution.
assured Techmatics Tracking allows not only monitoring the position of
a vehicle, but offers many more options such as determining wether a
door was opened, if the airconditioning compressor is currently running
or remotely lock doors or block the engine’s ignition.
It also provides routing, geofences, alerts and many more features to
help you better manage your fleet and drivers.
Our advanced alerts system allows notifications via SMS or email when
odometer has reached a specific value, driver is speeding, a vehicle
enters or exit a point of interest ( geofence) and also offers idle, stop,
unused asset (vehicle, trailer) with the necessary inteligence to better

“The cost of a full installation for our fleet
has paid for itself in more than one way.
We have bebome more efficient in the
routing. Out of schedule deliveries have
been drastically reduced”

Logistics and Transportation

Construction

Reduce costs and improve

Finish all jobs on time. Make

efficiency while lowring your

sure all your materials,

fuel costs, increasing

workforce and equipment are

productivity and have faster

where you expect them. Our

response times.

solution helps you increase
productivity and increase

Oil, mining
Complete visibility for your
employees, vehicles and equipment on remote locations. With
layers of weather and traffic
to identify problems ahead of
time.

control your costs and improve operating efficiency.

Affordable, feature-reach GPS tracking solution.

customer satisfaction.
Services
We help you dispatch more
service calls, communicate
with your field workforce,
increase customer satisfaction
while reducing fuel consumption and operating costs.

State-of-the-art suite of safety,
compliance, productivity and
efficiency solutions developed for
drivers, fleet managers, back-office
and your partners through integration.

Fleet Optimization

Efficiency

Real-time, exact vehicle location, route

Route optimization, fuel monitoring,

calculation and monitoring, dispatching and

temperature monitoring and driver

open API for third-party system integration.

identification are just a few of the features we

Driver Safety
Vehicle usage during allowed hours only,

COMPANY PROFILE

provide to help you run your business more
efficiently.

driver score card with behavior analysis for

Open APIs

driver training. Multi-country regulations

Industry standard protocols for full

compliance.

telematics and custom integrations with third

Productivity

party transportation management systems.

assured Techmatics Tracking lets you

Safety

know 24/7 the eact location of your vehicles

Define a schedule with our “allowed working

and workforce, if they are iding longer that

hours” and our solution will automatically

permitted, and the most optimal route to your

block the vehicle from running the engine

destinations.

during blocked hours. Our driving behavior
analysis helps you minimize accidents and
train drivers.

One stop technology provider for
fleet companies founded in 2004
with more than 7000 customers on
multiple verticals (personal, oil
industry, construction, delivery,
luxury car rentals, remote areas,
long haul, government, first
responders and others.
Our vision is to provide tracking
solutions worldwide to secure
and protect people and assets,
increase productivity and improve
customer satisfaction.
We have a passion for
extraordinary service and to
always exceed our customers’
expectations and provide the best
possible value with our products
and services.
.

“It’s worth saying that
we eradicated the
major problems with
regards to fuel loss.”

8230 Coral Way
Miami, FL 33155
305-971-6777 office
info@assuredTechmatics.com
WEB

www.assuredTechmatics.com

For information on becoming a reseller contact
us at:
EMAIL

resellerinfo@assuredTechmatics.com

Find out how we can help your
business by contacting us today!

